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Artificial intelligence (AI) shows tremendous promise for applications in health care. Tools such as machine learning algorithms, artificial neural networks, and generative AI (e.g., Large Language Models) have the potential to aid with tasks such as diagnosis, treatment planning, and resource management. However, their ultimate impact on health outcomes will be shaped not only by the sophistication of the algorithms that they employ but by external “human factors” as well.

Foremost among these are the data given to AI tools; inaccurate, inappropriate, or incomplete data can result in poor performance—often in ways that are not anticipated by designers or transparent to users. Broadly, the datasets used by developers to train AI tools can have key gaps which can cause responses from AI tools that are lower quality for some users or situations. These pitfalls are well-known among experts, but the extent to which they will hinder specific applications of AI in health care remains unclear.

Other ways in which applying AI to health care might unexpectedly produce diluted or even negative outcomes are less widely discussed. For AI tools to reach their potential, they must be trusted—potential users must believe that recommendations provided by an AI tool will result in positive outcomes that outweigh any possible costs (e.g., loss of privacy). Social factors that determine who uses AI tools and what actions they take in response to interactions with them will shape AI’s impact on health care. Underpinning both behaviors are trust and social influence. Evidence suggests an initial skepticism among many potential users (who may be particularly hesitant to trust AI for consequential decisions that affect their own or other’s health). In addition, attitudes may differ within the population based on attributes such as age and familiarity with technology. Direct experience with AI tools (positive or negative) can alter users’ opinions about their trustworthiness, although it is likely that early experiences will weigh heavily in the formation of lasting impressions. Similarly, indirect experiences can affect perceptions, as people communicate their opinions to others and change their own views based on what they learn.

In this report, we use analysis from a simple computational model to illustrate how, when, and to what degree such human factors may cause applications of AI to health care to fall short of expectations and to consider ways to mitigate such circumstances. Given the limited amount of relevant data on social uptake of AI, our work here is intended as a set of “thought experiments” conducted with the assistance of computational simulation. Given the high degree of heterogeneity (among individuals and contexts) and interdependence (between them) inherent in the intersection of AI, health care, and social dynamics, we use agent-based modeling (ABM) to gain insight into these potential pitfalls we might encounter. ABM is a computational simulation approach in which individual entities (e.g., patients) are explicitly represented as they interact with one another and their environment over time. Our ABM identifies initial insights into the conditions under which AI tools might fail to improve overall population health, might introduce health disparities, or might leave existing inequities in place.
Model Summary

We summarize the design of our model here, and provide a complete description of our model, including functional forms and specific parameter values, in Supplementary Materials.

AGENTS

Our model represents a hypothetical community of individuals receiving health care that is based on an artificial intelligence (AI) tool designed to provide medical recommendations. Simulated individuals (“agents”) in our model have one of two different group affiliations (either “A” or “B”). This categorization is intended to abstractly represent a meaningful social categorization or combination of categorizations (e.g., race, gender, income, education, age cohort, etc.) along which AI bias can occur, trust might initially differ, or a tendency to form within-group social connections might take place. That is, in line with our uncertainty about how social factors might affect the application of AI to health care, group affiliation allows for the potential that our agents are functionally differentiated, while the specific groups are left intentionally undefined.

Agents each have properties denoting their health and their current level of trust in the AI tool. As time progresses in the model, the health of agents slowly deteriorates, reflecting natural age-related processes, occurrence of illnesses, and injury. In addition to this entropy, all agents have ongoing opportunities over time to interact with the AI, doing so through a set of serial decisions, actions, and effects shown in Figure 1 and summarized as follows:

Figure 1: Flow chart between agent actions and properties. An agent’s health, along with the extent to which the agent trusts AI-based healthcare, jointly influence their propensity to seek treatment. If an agent chooses to seek treatment, they then decide whether to adhere to healthcare recommendations, doing so based on their trust. If they do, then this will affect both health and trust. Agents can communicate the effects of treatment on health to one another, which results in social influence that can shift agents’ trust values.
1. **Seek Treatment.** Agents choose whether to seek treatment from the AI health care tool. This decision is influenced by an agent's current health and current trust, with both lower health and greater trust increasing the chance of seeking treatment. If an agent chooses to seek treatment, they will consult the AI and receive a treatment recommendation.

2. **Adhere to Treatment.** For medical advice to have an impact on health, the patient must follow it ("adhere"). In the real world, there are many factors associated with adherence (e.g., treatment cost or unpleasantness).\(^{40–42}\) In our model, we focus on a single one that is of immediate relevance: trust in the health care provider. An agent will choose to adhere to the recommendation they receive in proportion to their trust in the AI-based health care.

3. **Health Outcome.** Adherence to a treatment recommendation will affect an agent's health, with the effect dependent on the quality of the recommendation for the agent's health status. As discussed below, quality of recommendations is a continuous value that is probabilistically sampled each instance from a distribution that is based on AI characteristics. Thus, a highly accurate AI is likely to give high-quality recommendations that can improve health by a large amount, while a highly inaccurate one may frequently give low-quality advice that can have a negative effect on health. An agent's health outcome from a treatment recommendation will in turn influence their trust of the AI—where recommendations that increased health will increase an agent's trust of the AI and vice versa. Initial interactions with the AI will influence an agent's trust more than those later on, reflecting both a large body of social science literature on opinion formation and the common adage that "a first impression is a lasting one."\(^{25–27}\)

4. **Social Influence on Other's Trust.** Every agent has social connections to a small number of other agents in the model. For every given simulation run, agents are randomly placed in a social network with a high degree of clustering (i.e., as in many real-world settings, there are many mutual friends in the social network). After experiencing a treatment outcome, an agent may share information about the effectiveness of the AI with their social contacts. If the treatment recommendation exceeds the agent's expectation of the AI (which is based on trust), the trust of the agents that they are socially connected to will increase. Similarly, if the AI underperforms, the agent will share this information, decreasing the trust of the agents to whom they are socially connected.

**AI**

The way in which each AI recommendation will affect an agent's health if followed is determined by randomly sampling from a predefined impact distribution. Our ABM allows us to control this distribution to conduct thought experiments connecting AI performance to health outcomes in three ways:

1. **Average Accuracy:** Allows for the adjustment of the quality of medical recommendations made by the model, which affects how much (and in what direction) average population health tends to change after adhering to a recommendation.

2. **Variance:** Allows for the adjustment of how variable the quality of AI recommendations are (i.e., the range of prediction accuracy). For example, do model recommendations consistently have the same accuracy or do they span a large range of accuracies?

3. **Skew:** We can adjust whether and to what extent the distribution is left-skewed. The presence of skew results in the AI occasionally experiencing "catastrophic failure," cases in which recommendations, if followed, result in very bad health outcomes.

**SIMULATION RUNS**

Each run consists of 450 “ticks” (simulated timesteps). During each of these ticks, agents' health can change through natural processes (i.e., health tends to deteriorate over time) as well as treatment-seeking and adherence. Similarly, during each tick, agents' trust values can change through experience with AI or social influence. As shown below, we can explore trends in health or trust within runs or focus on comparisons of end-of-run health and trust in the populations of agents across different runs.
Experimental Design

We use our model to conduct a large—but far from exhaustive—set of experiments to explore the potential impact of AI-based health care under a range of hypothetical scenarios. Our primary goal is to gain intuition into how different AI tools might shape health outcomes across a range of settings. Therefore, we first define sets of tools and settings and then experimentally apply each tool to each setting.

AI TOOLS

We first define a baseline AI with a distribution of recommendation quality such that average expected impact will be an increase in agents’ health, but positive health effects are not guaranteed. We then vary from this baseline to explore potential impacts of AI bias. Specifically, we use our model to explore all combinations of the presence or absence of three types of potential bias that might conceivably occur due to limited or inconsistent training of the AI training with data that are more relevant for some users than others:

- Differential mean accuracy: Recommendations for group A are sampled from a distribution with higher mean accuracy than group B (i.e., group A tends to receive recommendations that would result in better health outcomes if followed)
- Differential variance: Recommendations for group A are sampled from a distribution with lower variance than group B (i.e., there is less “noise” in the provision of recommendations to group A)
- Differential skew: Recommendations for group A are sampled from a distribution with no skew while recommendations for group B are sampled from a distribution with a high degree of left skew (i.e., members of group B have a greater chance of encountering rare instances of “catastrophic failure” in which they receive recommendations that would have negative health consequences if followed).

SOCIAL SETTINGS

We define social settings according to the presence or absence of two characteristics. The first is social segregation, which increases the frequency of same-group social connections and results in most communication comprising social influence on agents’ trust in AI occurring between individuals who belong to the same group. Second, we allow for levels of trust to potentially differ between groups, with the possibility that trust begins substantially lower for group B than A. Such systematic differences might plausibly arise for a variety of reasons, including familiarity with technology in general or AI in particular; previous experiences within health care settings, especially with discrimination, stereotyping, stigma, or exclusion; and whether and how the use of a specific AI tool has been communicated.

ADDITIONAL VARIATION

Many of the behaviors related to AI that we include in our model cannot be well-quantified with existing observational data. To understand the impact of potential variation in such behaviors, we explore a wide range of possible values that determine:

- When agents’ experiences with AI are sufficiently satisfactory or disappointing for them to convey to others.
- How important early experiences with AI-based health care are in the formation of trust in AI-based health care relative to later experiences and social influence.
- The importance of trust in AI-based health care relative to agent health in treatment-seeking decisions.
- How much any given treatment can affect an agent’s health.

Because many of the functions within our model are probabilistic, we ran the model 32 times for each of the experimental and behavioral conditions outlined above, building confidence that our results are not being driven by rare, random occurrences.
Results

After conducting simulation runs with our model, we identified several high-level findings that shed light on potential pitfalls of applying AI to health care. We summarize the most interesting of these here. Interested readers can find full details on all simulation runs in Supplementary Materials along with additional findings.

**Result 1:** In order to have positive impact on population health, an AI tool might have to be highly accurate; failing to reach this standard, an objectively accurate health care AI tool can potentially produce negative health outcomes if its performance is perceived as underwhelming by users.

Figure 2 shows that it is possible that human factors—how experiences are filtered through expectations, communicated to others, and then shift others’ expectations—can result in surprising effects when applying AI-based health care. Here, we have a population with moderate initial trust who are willing to reshape their views over time based on their own experiences and what they learn from others. Under these plausible starting conditions, an accurate or very accurate AI tends to produce population-level health increases (shown in yellow and green in Figure 2, respectively). However, a mildly accurate AI that, on average, provides treatment recommendations with positive effects for users nonetheless can have an overall negative impact on population health (the red line in Figure 2). The key to this dynamic is in user expectations and social influence: If the quality of treatment received is lower than their moderate initial trust levels, then agents will adjust their own trust (and expectations) downward. If treatment quality is sufficiently lower than expectations (“is worth mentioning”), they will let their social network peers know, who in turn will adjust their own trust (and expectations) downward. With an AI that tends to give only slightly salubrious guidance—that is, in expectation it won’t give recommendations that are harmful or completely ineffective, but also won’t produce major improvements in health—moderate initial levels of trust erode as modest expectations are frequently disappointed. As this sentiment spreads through the community, agents are less likely to seek treatment or, if they do (e.g., because they are in particularly poor health) are less likely to adhere to recommendations given. As a result, we see a gradual decline in population health.

![Figure 2: AI Accuracy Comparison](image-url)
Result 2: Even an objectively accurate health care AI tool can worsen health disparities if its performance differs across users and is perceived as underwhelming by some.

Figure 3 shows a dynamic similar to the one observed in the top line of Figure 2 (a highly accurate AI) but with one important difference: The AI is differentially accurate across groups within the population. Thus, although AI’s recommendations result in treatment quality that tends to satisfy the expectations of one group, it does not for the other. Here, social influence is not a factor; agents will receive mixed messages about the AI that generally cancel one another out. However, the differences in direct experience with AI will drive down trust levels in one group, which in turn will make them less likely to seek out or adhere to treatment. Given the differences in the experiences and subsequent behaviors across groups here, we see an overall population-level health increase and the introduction of underlying health disparities.

Of course, providing different mean qualities of recommendations across groups is the clearest but not only form of bias that AI might exhibit. What if distributions of recommendation quality provided to groups had different levels of variance or skew? In the case of greater variance for one group, this would imply that recommendations provided by the AI contain less signal and more noise for members of one group (e.g., as a result of not being sufficiently trained on data relevant to that group), with agents from that group
more likely to receive guidance that differs substantially from the tool’s mean accuracy value. In the case of greater skew for one group, members of that group are more likely to encounter rare instances of “catastrophic failure” in which the AI provides recommendations that, if followed, would have strongly negative health consequences.

As we see in figure 4, on their own, variance and skew biases are less of a cause for concern; within the large set of behavioral conditions that we explore, we see that these forms of bias can produce at most limited health disparities. However, in combination with mean differential bias, they can potentially exacerbate the magnitude of disparities that emerge under many behavioral conditions. Although a full exploration of the intersection of bias and behavioral conditions is beyond the scope of this report, we do provide some additional information on this in Supplementary Materials.
Result 3: If differences in initial trust in AI-based health care are present in a community, these may be hard to overcome and, as they drive different use patterns, may contribute to widening health disparities as AI is introduced.

Next, we explore whether and in what ways conditions that are external to AI itself but instead are socially situated within communities in which AI-based health care tools are applied might affect health outcomes. In figure 5, we have a completely unbiased AI tool; in expectation, it tends to provide all users with treatment recommendations that would result in positive health outcomes, and there is no difference in its performance related to a user’s group membership. However, we see that when there are initial differences between groups in trust in AI-based health care (e.g., as a result of one group’s systematically negative previous experiences with health care or due to use of the AI tool being poorly communicated to one group), there are many scenarios in which this translates into substantial health disparities between groups. This is driven by behavioral conditions that we consider plausible but are neither proven nor inevitable: when agents hold onto perceptions held early on, regardless of later direct experience or hearing others’ opinions to the contrary. Importantly, these disparities driven by differential initial trust emerge regardless of whether groups are socially segregated. In other words, while fostering greater levels of communication between groups within the community would undoubtedly confer many benefits, it is not sufficient in our model to offset health disparities introduced by differences in trust in the AI tool.

![Figure 5: Potential Impact of Community Conditions Related to AI Use on Health Disparities](image)

**Potential Impact of Community Conditions Related to AI Use on Health Disparities**

Resulting magnitudes of health disparities between groups A and B under different community conditions across multiple simulation runs that represent a large sweep of plausible behavioral condition sets.

![Figure 5: Health disparity magnitudes at the end of simulation runs given the presence of different community conditions and the absence of any AI bias. On its own, social segregation (the tendency for members of the same group to share their perceptions of AI more frequently with one another) does not introduce appreciable health disparities under most conditions. An initial difference in trust in AI (with trust being substantially lower for one group) can result in the introduction of at least small health disparities under many conditions, though, either by itself or in combination with social segregation. This is largely driven by conditions in which trust is less easily influenced by direct experiences or social influences, leaving one group seeking treatment at lower rates and suffering from worse health as a result.](image)
Result 4: Social conditions within communities can exacerbate the impact of biased AI tools on health disparities.

In figure 6, we see how the combination of differences in initial trust and social segregation affect health outcomes across scenarios in which the AI performs identically across groups (i.e., what was shown in Figure 5) as well as ones in which AI is biased. Here, we explore the same three types of bias that we did before: differences in mean treatment recommendation quality across groups, difference in variance, and difference in skew. Unlike before, when there were no social differences between groups within communities, here we see that there are many scenarios across those that we explore in which bias in variance and bias in skew can result in substantial health disparities. This is because with lower initial trust in one group, the greater likelihood of early experiences that vastly underperform already low expectations can solidify that lack of trust for many group members, with deleterious impact on health as a result; this is magnified by social segregation, which makes it likely that members of the lower initial trust group will not hear many opinions to the contrary. As before, a complete exploration of which combinations of behavioral conditions under which these disparities occur is beyond the scope of this report, but more information on these is provided in Supplementary Materials.

**FIGURE 6**

**Potential Impact of Differential AI Behavior Combined with Community Conditions Related to AI Use on Health Disparities**

Resulting magnitudes of health disparities between groups A and B under different forms of AI bias given the simultaneous presence of initial trust differences and social segregation. Results are taken from multiple simulation runs that represent a large sweep of plausible behavioral condition sets.

![Graph showing potential impact of differential AI behavior combined with community conditions related to AI use on health disparities.](image)

**Note:** Red dots denote the average model disparity and whiskers indicate and standard deviation radius. Gray bars show the minimum and maximum values and gray markers show individual model runs.

Figure 6: Health disparity magnitudes at the end of simulation runs given the presence of different community conditions along with different forms of AI bias. The first bar, in which there is no bias in AI effectiveness across groups, is shown for comparison; it is identical to the final bar in Figure 5 and shows that initial differences in trust along with social segregation can produce health disparities. When mean accuracy bias (with one group tending to receive higher-quality treatment recommendations than the other) is added to this, at least moderate health disparities emerge under most conditions. Similarly, differential variance bias (a wider distribution of recommendation quality for one group) combined with these community conditions produces meaningful health disparities under many conditions. Combining these community conditions with skew bias (with one group more likely to receive rare, exceptionally low-quality recommendations) results in at least small health disparities under most conditions. Finally, all forms of bias combined with initial differences in health as well as social segregation results in observable health disparities in all conditions that we explored, with substantially large disparities appearing under a majority of these conditions.
We used our ABM to conduct "computer-assisted thought experiments" to consider the possible ways in which applications of AI tools to health care might go awry. We focused our attention on two categories of "human factors" that can result in ineffective or inequitable health outcomes arising after the introduction of AI tools to health care settings: different types of AI bias and social differences between groups (i.e., systematic patterns of skepticism toward AI tools and social segregation). In addition, we grapple with whether to what extent these unintended consequences arise is dependent on a set of behavioral "known unknowns:" how treatment impacts health, trust affects treatment-seeking behavior, people form opinions about AI tools, and when people convey positive or negative perceptions of AI tools based on their experiences to others. Figure 7 summarizes the large number of simulation runs that we conducted across a wide range of experimental conditions and plausible behavioral circumstances, categorizing each simulation run by the presence or absence of any sort of AI bias or social difference between groups within a community. As anticipated, the absence of both is associated with health disparities between groups that appear only through random chance (i.e., “false positives” detected by the statistical test that we employ). As discussed above, either biased AI or social differences between groups on their own can create health disparities; here, we see that the former is much more likely to do so than the latter. However, the largest cause for concern is the simultaneous presence of both—when any type of bias is combined with either type of social difference between groups that we experimented with, health disparities are highly likely to emerge.

Although our experiments give us a first look at whether health disparities might emerge given specific AI or community conditions, they are predicated on hypo-

![Figure 7](image-url)

**When Do Health Disparities Appear With AI-Based Health Care?**
Proportions of simulation runs across condition categories in which we observed a statistically significant difference in health outcomes across two population groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Segregation and/or Different levels of Trust in AI</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AI Performance Different across Groups (&quot;Bias&quot;)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Statistical significance is determined using Walsh’s t-test with a threshold of 95%
Theoretical scenarios. That is, we have little “upstream”
data to work with telling us how frequently AI biases
might occur when applying such tools to health care
and, when they do, what shape they might take. Simi-
larly, we have little guidance on what social conditions
related to the application of AI-based health care we
might expect to find in real-world settings. Based on
what we have seen here and what we know that we
don’t know, we have three sets of recommendations
for policymakers, AI developers, health care workers,
and researchers that can help proactively prevent un-
intended negative consequences of applying AI-based
health care tools.

1. Consider potential pitfalls early in the process. The
positive health impacts of AI tools can be constrained
if the data samples used to train them don’t sufficient-
ly mirror diversity in the populations in which they
will be deployed. Even tools that are effective in the
aggregate can end up introducing and worsening dis-
parities. Therefore, it is incumbent upon those creating
and preparing these tools for use to carefully consider
whether data used are representative across a wide
variety of groups that might experience disparate im-
 pact. Categories to consider include (but are certainly
not limited to) age, gender, culture, ethnicity, socioeco-
nomic status, education, and language fluency. Given
that the consequences of deleterious impact are so
costly, it is also worth investing a substantial amount
of time and resources to conduct pilot tests to assess
performance across groups before large-scale appli-
cation. Having done so, the resulting data can be used
as input into an ABM like the one that we employ here
to prospectively gauge the possible effects of applying
the AI tool across a wide range of possible real-world
settings and user behavior patterns to determine when
and in what ways it might have suboptimal impact.

2. Proactively explore social contexts and behavioral
factors related to AI. As our simulations show, the
impact of AI tools on health outcomes can be highly
dependent on social factors that are, at present, poorly
understood. It is worth engaging in prospective data
collection and subsequent qualitative and quantita-
tive research to learn more about how people might
think about AI tools, shape one another’s perceptions,
choose to engage with AI tools, and respond to guid-
ance from these tools.

3. Continue thinking about long-term effects. The
simulation model that we developed to explore how
the impact of applying AI tools to health care might
be moderated by social factors is a good first step
on a journey that we believe should be ongoing. More
advanced models that consider additional factors
or respond to new data can provide further insights.
For example, our ABM considers group affiliation in a
very abstract way, with two groups that are differenti-
tated but intentionally left undefined. A more realis-
tic treatment of important social and demographic
heterogeneity in future applications is almost certainly
warranted. Second, our model considers activity within
relatively short time horizons within which the effec-
tiveness of AI tools does not change. However, the
longer-term co-evolution of AI and human behavior
is worth exploring in future work. Similarly, this initial
model treats AI-based health care as a homogenous
presence. In future work, it will be important to develop
more sophisticated models that can provide insight
into how AI-based health care might differ based on
how health care professionals deploy it, how this is
shaped by patient responses (including choices to
embrace or avoid health care providers that utilize AI
in different ways), and consider the implications of
multiple competing or coordinating AI tools.
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